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Women's tennis team wins Big South Tournament
by Jackie Lowery
Managing Editor

The 199-94 Women's and Men's tennis team.

Radio station future
looks a little brighter
by Sam Mosher
News Writer
With the recent move into
Johnson and the new contract
with the cable company, the
possibility of a radio station on
campus seems more feasible.
Winthrop's contract with
the cable company includes
outlets into all rooms, offices
and residence halls on campus.
The contract also provides
a radio station with limited
broadcast.
Haney Howell, assistant
professor of mass communication, said Winthrop currently
has the capability to start a
station it merely lacks money
and a channel on the air.
"I'm just optimistic- especially now we are in Johnson,"
Howell said. "We have a studio
and a control room. If we were
out in the middle of nowhere,
we would have a station up
tomorrow. It's just here we
have to compete with the Charlotte airwaves.
"We need dedicated stu-

dents," he said. "I know we
have interest. The station
would be an outlet for talent at
Winthrop.
"The station could provide
some real live on training for
Winthrop students," he said.
"On the other hand Winthrop
students are not being shortchanged. We have affiliations
with several radio stations."
Winthrop had a radio station several years ago which
was ended.
Howell said the radio station was up when he interviewed for the position at Winthrop and down when he got
here in 1988.
"It was very short wave, I
think it only reached three
dorms," Howell said. "I heard if
you plugged in a hair dryer it
went off."
With the improved
Johnson equipment and the
cable contract, any new station
promises to surpass the old one.
"Who knows," Howell said.
"Maybe we can be the first
grunge station in South Carolina."

Earlier this season, Head
Tennis Coach Cid Carvalho,
believed this year would be the
year the Lady Eagles tennis
team would capture the Big
South Conference title. He was
right.
The Lady Eagles capped
an undefeated season by winning the 1994 Big South Conference Tournament, Saturday, finishing at 18-0.
The team's perfect season
puts the team into contention
for a top 40 NCAA national
ranking when the poll is released in May.
If they win, the team will
be the first Winthrop tennis
team to ever achieve a national

.

„

.

ranking.
"By being in the top 50,
next year we will be playing
against schools ranked nationally," Carvalho said.
By winning the title, the
team dethroned last year's powerhouse Campbell University.
Number one seed Winthrop, who defeated Campbell
earlier this season, defeated
Campbell with a score of 5-2 in
the championship match.
"To beat Campbell twice in
a season is a great accomplishment," said Carvalho in an interview with The Herald. "I told
the girls before the match that
this was our las t chance to
win the conference by beating
Campbell (which will leave the
Big South later this year).
Campbell has been a force so

,

Men's tennis results,
pg.12
C*> Number one seed
Carolina deFreitas
named player of the year,
pg. 12
many years in women's tennis."
Number one seed Carolina
De Freitas was named the Big
South Player of the Year.
De Freitas completed a
perfect season at number one
singles with a 6-1, 6-4, win
over Campbell's Aleksandra
Cvetkovic.
She will also have a chance
See TENNIS, pg. 5
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Pinball wizard
Freshman Pa trick McCartney, left, and junior Aaron Clark discuss pin-ball high scores
at Dinkins Student Union.

Long-time faculty, staff who have seen changes retiring

by Eileen B. Jones
News Writer

cal education, said. "Co-education was the biggest change."
Griffin, who retires after
Long-time Winthrop fac- 28 years at Winthrop, said coulty and staff will be missed in education affected physical
years to come due to the many education in particular because
retiring employees this spring. they had to have dressing
Some of the those retiring rooms and equipment for boys
have been at Winthrop for as well as girls.
Rita Allen, alumni relanearly 30 years, long enough
to experience some ofthe many tions, retired in December.
changes that have taken place After working for more than 19
years as an administrative speover the years at Winthrop.
"Winthrop has changed so cialist, Allen is planning to
drastically," Mary Rowland travel with her husband durGriffin, interim chair, physi- ing her retirement.

Peggy Crouch, music, retired in January after nearly
10 years at Winthrop.
She said she will miss the
students the most.
Mary Burn, telephone services, is retiring after almost
28 years. She worked in a few
different departments during
her time at Winthrop.
Julia Chisolm, who retired
in September, worked in the
physical plant for almost 24
years.
Rebecca Cathcarthasbeen
working at the physical plant
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for nearly 13 years. She would
like to do some deep-sea fishing
during her retirement.
Ed Guettler, who has spent
28 years in the math department said he'll still be at Winthrop a lot, despite his retirement.
Elizabeth King, biology,
has been at Winthrop since
1969.
She has seen many changes
over the past 25 years, including the famous change to coeducation.
Carlton Kimsey has worked

at the physical plant for 25
years. He has worked in many
different areas around the
campus with the physical
plant.
Nancy Davidson, who has
worked in Dacus Library for
nearly 24 years, also said coeducation was the biggest
change at Winthrop.
Davidson said that another change she has experienced is all the new technology
that is available in the library.
See RETIRING, pg. 5

Travelftpstomake life easier
See pg. 9
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Earth Day activities
not big on campus
by Eileen B. Jones
News Writer
Earth Day at Winthrop?
Not this year.
The sole event at Winthrop
to mark Earth Day, which is
April 22, is the trash sculpture
contest being held in Thomson
cafeteria. All entries for the
contest are due at 10 a.m. on
Friday. .
Lisa Russo, m a r k e t i n g
manager, said the cafeteria is
trying to get students involved
in Earth Day.
It's not working this year.
Winthrop University is not
participatingin the local Earth

Day festivities being held on
April 30, Avanette Boular,
beautifications division in Rock
Hill, said.
Rock Hill's Clean a n d
Green Program and the York
County Museum are combining efforts for the celebration.
Some of the activities at
the celebration will include a
wildflower seminar, a trash
sculpture contest for children
and an activity tent for children. There will also be songs
with environmental themes
and a game of En viro J epoardy.
The finale will be the perSee EARTH, pg. 5
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Through rain, through sleet through snow...

*

Susan Funderburk of Lancaster, S.C. buys stamps from Jim Phillips at the post office in
Dinkins Student Union.

Winthrop alumni returning
for Johnson Hall rededication
by Denise Stubbs
News Writer
Two of Winthrop's most
distinguished alumni will be
returning for the rededication
of Johnson Hall during the
Alumni Reunion Weekend
April 22-24.
Graduating classes beginning in 1914 and ending in
1974 with the years ending in
four and nine will be attending.
There will be one alumni
from the class of 1914 and one
alumni from the class of 1919.
The alumni will be arriv-

ing Friday afternoon.
Reunion parties will be taking place around Rock Hill Friday and Saturday nights.
The activities will begin
with t h e r e d e d i c a t i o n of
J o h n s o n Hall S a t u r d a y .
Alumni will then move to
Tillman Auditorium for the
Winthrop Celebration at which
time awards will be given
out.
Dr. Anthony DiGiorgio will
a d d r e s s t h e crowd and
Winthrop's Jazz Voices will
perform.
Reunion pictures will be
made and the Alumni will have

a luncheon in McBryde Hall.
Reunion meetings/socials
will take up most of Saturday
afternoon.
For the rest of the time the
alumni are here, they will be
free to participate in activities
on Winthrop campus.
"We have a big crowd coming back," Martie Curran, executive director of alumni relations, said. "We're excited. We
need good weather."
The classes expected to
have the largest attendance are
1944, for its 50th anniversary,
and 1969 for its 25th anniversary.

BE A PART OF SOMETHING NEW...

PI KAPPA PHI
HELP BUILD THE NEW
EXPERIENCE IN GREEK LIFE
MEET AND GREET THE NEW MEN
IN TOWN
SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1994
1PM-3PM ,
306 PARK AVENUE
329-0800
ASK FOR "SLOPPER"

Nicklaus?
Photo by Rob Ouzts
Dr. Dave Letourneau practices his swing at the Winthrop
Driving Range.

Winthrop Campus
Special
One medium pizza
with one topping

<tj/[ Q Q
• 57 5 /

Rico's Pizza
& Subs
Free delivery
Open until 2 a.m.
327-5200
We accept all competitor's coupons.
Breadsticks
Garlic Bread
French Fries
Onion Rings
Hamburger
Cheeseburger

.99
.99
.99
.99
1.49

1.79
Hot Buffalo Wings 6/1.99
BLT
1.75

Garden Salad
1.99
Chef Salad
2.50
Chicken Sandwich 2.49
Hot Subs
4.70
Lasagna
4.99
Spaghetti & Meatballs
4.99
and much much
morel!!
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IT ONLY MAKES SENSE
TO SELL YOUR BOOKS-,
AND HERE'S WHY!
•
•
•
•
•

TEXTBOOKS RAPIDLY BECOME OBSOLETE!

Continuously changing information results in the need for
new editions, making existing editions less marketable.

GET MONEY FOR BOOKS YOU DO NEED!

Squeeze all the value from your textbooks. Sell the books
you have already used to help buy books for next term.

LOWER THE COST OF YOUR EDUCATION!

Recover a portion of your textbook cost by selling them
back to t h e bookstore when you've finished w i t h them.

RECYCLING BOOKS IS A GOOD IDEA!

They're a reusable source. You not only help save the
environment, you help other students save as well.

TIME IS MONEY!

Your books will never be worth more than they are right now!

YOU
GET A GOOD PRICE...
w h e n your book is not needed on our campus but can be
recycled on campuses nationwide. The amount paid w i l l
depend upon national demand.

YOU GET THE BEST PRICE...

w h e n the bookstore needs additional copies of your book
for resale next term and it is in good resalable condition.
You w i l l be offered 50% of the retail price.

BUCKS

$1 bonus credit
for $ 1 0 in
textbooks sold
to our
bookstore!

College & Myrtle
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News briefs

Phi Kappa Phi honors teachers
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi recently named this
year's winners of the Phi Kappa Phi Excellence In Teaching
Award. The recipients are Dr. Ron Goolsby, Associate Professor of Mathematics and Dr. Angela Letourneau, Assistant
Professor of Business Administration-Accounting.
These faculty members were recognized at the Spring
initiation ceremony of new Phi Kappa Phi members on April
17, 1994 in Dinkins Auditorium. They will be given framed
certificates signifying their achievements.
Each year all Winthrop students are invited to nominate
professors they feel have excelled in areas such as knowledge
of subject matter, concern for students, enthusiasm, encouragement and motivation, accessibility, student involvement
and overall effectiveness as a teacher. Selections are made
by a committee composed of Phi Kappa Phi members who
have been nominated by their academic dean.

Serial killer may have
walked on this campus
by Holly Phlfer
Special to The Johnsonian

The Carolinas' worst serial
killer may have once walked on
Winthrop University's campus.
Henry Louis Wallace, the
man charged with 11 murders
and implicated in more, lived in
Rock Hill during early 1991 with
his sister Yvonne.
According to the Winthrop
Alumni Relations Office, Yvonne
graduated in 1986 from Winthrop with a degree in business
administration.
Wallace was arrested on
Pace awards honor students
March 13 in Charlotte and was
The Pace Academic Recognition Ceremony took place
charged with a total of 11 murApril 17, 1994 and recognized the outstanding achieveders, ten in Charlotte and one in
ments of African-American students.
Barnwell, S.C. In each instance,
The students with the highest GPA were freshman
most of the victims were black
Joanne M. Carroll, sophomore Sharon H. Lowery, junior
females, ages 20-35, and all were
Charlene Y. Hooper and senior Siannan T. M. Sperseneau.
strangled.
Many students were honored for their hard work and
Born on Nov. 4, 1965 in
given awards as Pacers if they had a 3.0 GPA or higher and
Barnwell, Wallace seemed to
were recognized as Pre-Pacers for a 2.5-2.99 GPA.
have led a normal life before he
joined the Navy in 1984. The
Charlotte Observer reported that
he attended Barnwell High
Summer theatre planned
School and was the only male
The Winthrop theatre department is offering a summer cheerleader on its varsity squad.
theatre internship program during session B and an audition He also played a season of footworkshop during session C which is open to all students.
ball and basketball. After high
Neither course has prerequisites. For more information school, he was employed on and
on the courses contact the theatre department.
off for 18 months at WBAW
radio station as a nighttime
deejay in Barnwell.
Scholarship opportunities
On Feb. 25, 1992, Wallace
The Kirby Company, manufacturer of home care systems, was charged with kidnapping
is continuing its annual College Scholarship Program, "Makin' and raping at gunpoint a 17the Grade."
Funded jointly by independent distributors, divisional
supervisors and the Kirby Company, scholarship range from
$250 to $1,000.
Designed to give college students a realistic alternative to
dead-end summer jobs, the program emphasizes time manage
ment, communication skills and professionalism in an actual
business setting. Participants work as full-time and part-time
independent Kirby dealers during June, July and August,
competing for monthly scholarships based on sales performance.
For more information, contact your local authorized Kirby
distributor or call (216) 228-2400.

year-old Rock Hill resident
Keeber Lewis. This case is
still pending in York County.
In addition to the crime
against Lewis, Wallace has
been charged with the murder of 21-year-old Valencia
M. Jumper. Jumper lived in
Charlotte and was a student
at Johnson C. Smith University.
According to The Observer, Jumper's older sister,
Vanesa, became good friends
with Wallace's sister, Yvonne.
This was at the time when
Yvonne was a student at Winthrop. Vanesa reported that
Wallace introduced himself
to Valencia while she was
working at Food Lion on Central Avenue in Charlotte.
Jumper was found burned
and strangled on Aug.
10,1993.
Carlette Mings, a mass
communication student at
Winthrop, attended Columbia High School with Jumper.
Mings said that Jumper's
family made the connection
between Wallace and Valencia after the media reported
he may have been responsible for other murders.
Mings said she visited
Jumper's family after her
death but did not get to attend her funeral.
Winthrop theater major
Tanzela Bates grew up in the

same neighborhood as Valencia Jumper. They attended the
same grammar school and high
school.
Because Valencia was normally a quiet person, " When
she talked, you listened," Bates
said. "Valencia was a good person."
Mings also remembers her
as being a quiet person.
Bates said Valencia's older
sister, Vanesa, was the only
member of the family who felt
that there was something
strange about her sister's
death.
Valencia death was originally reported as being the result of an accidental fire from
the stove being left on. It was
later determined that she was
strangled.
Bates mentioned that
Vanesa had visited her sister a
week before her murder and
said Valencia had not forgotten to turn the stove off after
cooking.
"Vanesa didn't believe she
would have left the stove on,"
Bates said.
Wallace was charged with
her murder. Bates did not
attend the funeral but paid respects to Valencia Jumper's
family.
Neither Mings nor Bates
knew that Henry Louis
Wallace's sister, Yvonne,
graduated from Winthrop.

Historic Society sponsors sale
The Yorkville Historical Society is sponsoring a Historic
Attic Sale on Saturday, May 21 from 9 a.m.-2:30 p.m. York
boasts the second largest in South Carolina and one of the
largest in the country. Individual homeowners within the
district and neighboring historic districts will be offering
their antiques and collectibles. The sale will be held rain or
shine as the sale area is covered. For further details, call
Grace Ebersold at 684-2833.

Lodge sponsors pig-kissing, fun

The Winthrop Lodge's second annual pig-kissing event
will be a feature of their block party on Friday, April 22,
which begins at 5 p.m.
Karaoke and an open mike stage will be in the parking lot
where the rest of the festivities will take place.
Refreshments will be provided as well.
The block party is open to all Winthrop students who
want to come.
Winners of the fund-raiser event of Pig-Kissing were
Keith Bradley and Patricia Huggins.
The pig will probably be provided by a local resident who
has une.

Bloodmobile visits Rock Hill
The American Red Cross Bloodmobile will be at York
Technical College on Friday, April 29 between 8 a.m. and 1
p.m. and will be an Rock Hill High School in Rock Hill on
Friday May 6 between 8:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Any questions about donating blood or other locations
and dates may be answered by calling the York County
Chapter of the American Red Cross on Piedmont Boulevard
at 329-6575 or 684-2957.

Join us every Thursday night, after 5:00, for poode
l skirts, bobby socks, 50's musci and 50's
And, most importantly, 50's prices. Elvis woud
l be a regular.

$3.99

495

Small 1 Topping Pizza
(Extra Toppings 45C)

Ice Cold
Drinks

$4.99
Medium 1 Topping Pizza
(Extra Toppings 55C1

Dine in Unlv

99c
Garden Fresh
Salads

$6.99
Large 1 Topping Pizza
(Extra Toppings 65C
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Police Beat
POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through the
collaboration of the Winthrop University Police Department and
The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to provide
Winthrop students, faculty and staff with an awareness of crime
and criminal offenses which could occur on campus or in the
surrounding community.
4-7-94 Larceny of bicycle
Complainant reports securing her bicycle in the basement of Lee
Wicker sometime before spring break in March. Exact date of
theft is not known. Bicycle is a purple 1992 Schwinn sidewinder,
18 speed.

Keeping watch

Piw.byfu.ou*.

Public safety dispatcher Judy Vakos inputs some information into her computer.

Winthrop contributes to Rock Hill's
Come-See-Me festival with
events
dragged both parents and bears
by Sam Mosher
News Writer

Winthrop University students and faculty joined in the
festivities of Come-See-Me,
Rock Hill's sixty first annual
celebration.
The festival lasted from
April 8 to April 17 with a kick
off at the coliseum which featured a tailgate party and fireworks.
The Winthrop campus was
open and welcome to the city
and the estimated 100,000visitors that congregate to Rock
Hill every year.
Several productions were
put on during the festival, including the plays, "Brigadoon"

and "A Lesson from Aloes."
All entertainment at the
University was open to the
public with special guests, Red
Johnny and the Round Guy
and Nestor Torres.
Boyd Jones, student activities coordinator, was excited
about the guests they were
having.
"Red Johnny and the
Round Guy have their own
show on MTV," Jones said.
"They are on hiatus right not,
but they will be back on soon."
Hundreds of children with
bears and parents in tow converged on Winthrop for the
Teddy Bear Tea Party. Th 3y
came to Tillman to watch "The
Wizard of Oz." They then

to the president's garden for a
tea party.
Winthrop students also
participated in the festival. The
biggest draw for the students
was the Gourmet Gardens at
Cherry Park which featured
several food vendors, music and
face painting.
Senior Gary Wade Jr, went
to the Gardens to sample the
foods.
"It was a good selection of
food from all over the world,"
Wade said. "It looked like there
were vendors from places other
than around here.
"They had a band, but I
stayed in the food area for most
of the time," Wade said.

TENNIS

Continued from pg. 1

at earning Winthrop's first individual ranking. The top 100
players in the country are
ranked nationally and the top
64 qualify for the NCAA singles
tournament.
"Carolina will have a slight
chance but since she will be
leaving the country at the end
of April, her information will
not be sent to them," Carvalho
said.
De Freitas and Su-Peng
Ng, along with sophomore
Sussy Boyanovich, were selected for the 1994 All-Big
South Conference Singles
Team while De Freitas and Ng
were named to the All-Big
South Conference Team in a

poll of league coaches.
Winthrop reached the finals by dominating with 7-0
wins over UMBC and UNCGreensboro.
Freshman Claudia Morales won at number three
singles while Su-Peng Ng, a
senior, finished the year with
an unbeaten record winning
at number four singles. Her
sister, sophomore Su-Ann Ng,
captured the number six
match.
De Freitas and Su-Peng Ng
teamed to win number one
doubles while senior Carole
DeVries and Su-Ann Ng took
the number three doubles
match by default.

RETIRING

4-12-94 Disagreement between students
Officer was dispatched to a call at E. Thomson regarding a
student with a gun. Upon arrival, the officer talked with subject
one who stated that he and subject two had a disagreement over
a female student. Subject two had gone when the officers arrived.
The disagreement was settled and it is unknown whether or not
there was a gun.
4-12-94 Hit and Run
Witness stated she was sitting in front of West Thomson when she
observed a subject's vehicle hit complainant's left rear bumper
while trying to park his vehicle into a parking space. After
speaking to complainant and victim the officer continued to
search the campus for a vehicle in question, but did not locate it.
Complainant stated he saw the driver of the vehicle go into
Wofford with a female. Officers went to the address with the R.D.
but no one answered. Later the female called public safety
wantingto know why the officerwas at her room. The investigation
will continue.
Public Safety Forum: Be safe. When walking at night, do not walk
alone. Stay with a group and in well lit areas.
Free
Membership

PIC-A-FLICK VIDEO

COMING SOON!
Mrs. Doubtfire

Tuesday is College Day 1/2 Price Rentals

EARTH-

Continued from pg. 2

Continued from pg. 1

Nadine Henry, who works
in graduate services, is retiring after nine years at Winthrop.
She worked in the School
of Consumer Science and the
School of Education before her
present job.
Many of those retiring said
that they would miss the people
they worked with and the students. However, there are some
plans for retirement.
Davidson said she plans to
play lots of tennis and do some

"These rankings open a
door for us in coming years to
maintain high level for the program," Carvalho said. "We'll
be able to schedule tougher
teams and enter bigger tournaments. [Plus] more players
will be considering Winthrop
because of the rankings. My
work is cut out for me."
Next season, the top-seeds
De Freitas, Boyanovich and
Morales will be returning
while team captain Ng, DeVries
and Renee Kiilian must be replaced.
Carvalho said they will
have to bring at least two more
good players to play on the
team.

4-11-94 Petty larceny
Complainant returned to finish work in Thurmond 300 Right Lab
and left the building before realizing she had left her purse in the
right lab. Upon returning to retrieve the purse, the lab was
secured and spoke with the monitor who secured the lab. The
monitor stated he saw the purse, but left it where it was. Another
monitor who opened the lab said he never saw the purse. The next
day the purse was located in the custodial room where one of the
workers had placed it for safekeeping.

extended traveling. She is also
planning to do more volunteer
work.
Griffin said she will now
have a chance to do research
about women in sports and play
a little golf.
Cynthia Volker, student
development coordinator and
advisor to Greek organizations
is also leaving this year.
All the retirees will be honored on April 27 at the Faculty/
Staffand Retirees Awards Ceremony.

The finale will be the performance of the nationally
known folk duo group, The
Billys, who feature traditional
and recycled instruments.
Jenny Castro, is a staff
member at Winthrop and a
member of the Rock Hill Clean
and Green Program Board
"As far as I know, I'm the
only one participating from
Winthrop this year," Castro
said.
The celebration for Earth
Day will be held at the York
County Museum from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m.

CATALOG jjjgjjtj >561 • Iffi • COLOR • jffjBL 93 HHU
I TES • g CtOSfD CAPTO
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Reserve your
vWeo today!

The Commons at Winthrop
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MC, Visa, AMEX,
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Farewell,
graduates
With graduation approaching, many of our fellow
students will be leaving us for the good life.
No more cafeteria food, no more registration, no more
cashier's lines. No more lost money in the vendacard
machine in the library. No more shock problems on your
care because the roads are bad. No more residence hall
noise.
Hello 24-hour visitation. Hello private bath. Hello nineto-five. Hello to jobs that pay more than minimum wage.
Hello to pets if you want them. Hello to food that doesn't
bite back. Hello to new shocks for your car. Hello, maybe,
to a new car.
Whatever awaits you — the work force, graduate
school, marriage, the military, permanent vacation — we
hope that Winthrop has prepared you and we wish you all
the best of luck. Congratulations!

The final issue of
The Jonsonian will
be published April
27. Deadline for all
submissions and
advertising is
Friday, April 22.
THEE
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Letters to the editor
Nursing home conditions must be reported
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
C.J. Lamb's column in your
March 30 issue entitled "Nursing Home Conditions Appalling."
ItmightinterestMr. Lamb
to know that he and his mother
are in violation of the Omnibus
Adult Protection Act, formerly
known as the Client Patient
Projection Act, if indeed his
mother is employed by a nursing faciltiy operated or contracted for operation by the
State Department of Mental
Health or the South Carolina
Department of Disabilities and
Special Needs.
If his mother is employed
by a boarding home, this law
maynotapply. However, ifthat
is the case, he should use the
correct terminology. As his article suggests, though, his
mother is probably empoyed
by a nursing home that pro-

vides skilled nursing care.
I do not expect Mr. Lamb to
know the ins and outs of this
law, but his mother should and
should have reported any negligent or abusive behavior immediately. Nursing homes are
not "scaiy" places as Mr. Lamb
suggests, unless the condition s
are in violation of the Department of Health and
Enviornmental Control's very
strict standards.
Mr. Lamb is correct in noting that nursing home care is
expensive, but residents are not
treated differently in regard to
monetary status. Most residents eventually receive Medicaid which covers their entire
cost of services, but staff members are generally not aware of
which residents are private pay
vs. Medicaid.
The law I referred to earlier is designed to protect residents from the kind of abuse

and neglect Mr. Lamb described. I have enclosed a copy
of that law and the phone numbers of appropriate authorities
to be contacted.
I would be interested to
know whether or notMr. Lamb
takes any action on this matter. If his story was true and
not a gross exaggeration, he or
his mother should take action
immediately. Otherwise they
may both face afine,imprisonment or both. I will be happy to
send Mr. Lamb a copy of the
entire law if he would like.
I would also appreciate his
avoidance of stereotypingnursing homes. They are not places
of gloom and doom. They are
places that provide medical
care and social activity for
people who need extra assistance to have productive
lives.
Debbie Garrick
Class of 1987

Racism comes in many forms
Since we are headinginto
the last few weeks of school
before the summer, I thought
Tdgetabit controversial. Moi?
Controversial, you say?
Actually, it's a topic that
probably, in one shape or
form, goes through everyone's
mind at least once a day. Reverse discrimination.
I kind ofhave it good here.
I'm three quarters mutt
(mixed English and European) and one quarter Native
American Indian (Cherokee).
That qualifies me as a minority, believe it or not. Oh, I
don't introduce myself as a
minority. I don't even include
it in the "minority status" box
of various applications. But,
according to good ole Uncle
Sam, I'm a minority.
I'm also three quarters
European descent. That
means I'm Caucasian, too.
Actually, aside from slightly
high cheek bones and dark

Galactic Perspectives S
Universal Truths
brown eyes, you probably
couldn'tguess I am a minority.
So what is reverse discrimination? For those of you that
are "terminally challenged,
reverse discrimination is when
Caucasian are discriminated
against — and it's not only
minorities that do the discriminating. Many laws discriminate against white people.
You can argue that laws
discriminate against minorities. I believe that there are
laws that discriminate against
class, but not minorities specifically.
When white people think
of reverse discrimination, the
foremost, thought is Affirmative Action. I've hear people

call it a "racial quota." Affirmative Action was a useful
tool in an era passed. Now,
it's nothing more than a tool
for promoting racial tension.
From my Native American heritage standpoint, I
view Affirmative Action and
all such programs like it demeaning.
How am I supposed to
feel fulfilled in achieving a
position just because of my
heritage rather than my
merit? I can assure you that
I don't speak for everyone.
One thing that really
rubs my rhubarb, though, is
that, while all-white organizations are illegal, all-minority organizationsare notonly
legal, but highly promoted.
Organizations such as the
Black Accountants Association of America, and the NaSee PERSPECTIVES, pg. 7
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Announcing...
This column is for the use of the entire Winthrop community in making
announcements. This is a free service to all, but some restrictions on content will
be enforced. The serving of alcohol will not be announced in conjunction with any
event in any manner. Announcements are due in The Johnsonian office by noon
Friday Defore publication. The announcement should include the name and phone

Announcements
•On Tuesday, April 26,
1994 at 9:30 p.m., The Union of
Student Arti sts will sponsor an
ART AUCTION to raise funds
for the students of Art and
Design. It will be held in
Rutledge Gallery. Everyone is
invited to participate. Food and
entertainment provided.
•ATTENTION FACULTY
AND STAFF! The Department
of Residence Life is offering
Residence Hall tours to faculty
and staff on Friday, April 22.
Tours will begin at 10 a.m. in
Phelps Hall and 1 p.m. in Margaret Nance. Come see where
your students live and learn.
•Winthrop University
Dance Team layouts will be
held on April 24th at 2 p.m. at
the Winthrop Coliseum. Tryout practices will be on April
22nd from 6 p.m. until 8 p.m. at
Peabody Gym and April 23 from
1 p.m. until 3 p.m. at Peabody
Gym. For more i nformation, call
Rickey Hill at 366-2052.
•Winthrop University
Cheerleading Tryouts will be
held on April 24th at 3:30 at the
Winthrop Coliseum. Tryout
practices will be held on April
21stfrom 7 p.m. until 8:30 p.m.
at the Coliseum, April 22nd
from 6 p.m. until 8 p.m. at
Peabody Gym, and April 23rd
from 1 p.m. until 3 p.m. at
Peabody Gym. Tryouts are open
to all male and female Winthrop students. For more information, call Rickey Hill at 3662052.
• The Ambassadors ofWinthrop University would like to
congratulate our newly selected
Ambassadors: Amy Aull, Jennifer Bass, Tamara Butler,
Mary Claire Coakley, Buck
Cooke, Jamey Drake, Helen
Fields, Christopher Howie,
Precia Johnson, Bob Jones,
Belinda Legette, Jenise Lupo,
Michelle Lynch, Nicky
Martinez, Megan McNaughton,
Jennifer Pregnall, Mica
Robertson, Drico Rutledge,
Russell Sep.wright, Carla
Simon, Heather Smith, Mary
Ligon Spann, Claudia Sullivan,
Stacie Williams, Candace
Williamson, and Andy Wilson.
Also we welcome back
Rebecca Grim, a former Ambassador who is returning.
We are very proud of our
newly elected officers for the
1994-95 school year. Congratulations to Marie Smith-President, Valerie Giannico-Vice

President, and Kathy Pruett-Secretary. We know yall will do a
great job!

of a contact person.
The Johnsonian staff reserves the right to not print announcements that are felt
to be inappropriate and to place announcements as it deems appropriate .
Announcements may be edited for space. All announcements should be typewritten or legible if hand-written. We reserve the right to edit announcements.

dent Center every Thursday night
at 8 p.m.
We're located on Oakland Avenue, right across from the
President's House.
We also provide great dinners on Tuesday nights at 5:30
p.m. for $2.50. Our theme this
year is "Meeting students at the
point of their need." Getinvolved.
•If you are looking for a place
to study the Bible and grow in
your faith in Christ, visit the
Lutheran/Episcopal Campus Ministry.
Named for the fifth book of
Luke, verse 27, the 527 Club meets
on Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. for
bible study and lunch at Grace
Lutheran Church, 426 Oakland
Avenue. If interested contact the
Grace Lutheran Church at 3245295.
•WESLEY/
NEWMAN/
WESTMINSTER has a reputation of being a place where we
really care for one another and
those around us. This group of
Presbyterians (USA), United
Methodists and Roman Catholics
invite you to share worship and
prayer, fellowship an meals, and
explore social issues as we grow
together in our understanding of
each other, the world and its
people. W/N/W meets each
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. for supper and a program at The Wesley
Foundation, 406 Stewart Ave.

• Fellowship of Christian Athletes meets every Wednesday at
9:19 p.m. in Peabody's lower gym.
Fun, food, fellowship.
•Reformed University Fellowship meets every Tuesday at 8
p.m. in the Dinkins Auditorium.
This is a non-denominational cam pus ministry. All students are invited to attend.
•Come join us for Bible study
and fellowship at the Baptist Stu-

•The brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha would like to thank the
sisters of Delta Zeta for a great
mixer on Thursday.
We would also like to thank
Alan Havaner for arranging a
great mountain retreat semi-formal and all the ladies who made it
one of our best.
•The sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma would like to thank the
Baseball team for a great time
last week! Also to the brothers of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon for an "Out
of This World!" mixer! Thank you
to everyone who supported this
year's Cell and Bail!
We would also like to thank
the brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha for
a very successful Cell and Bail
andalsofora wonderful Fireman's
Ball.
•The Xi Beta Chapter would
like to welcome "The 18 Featured
Attractions" into membership in
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Arlecia Simmons, Hannan
Nicholes, Soancera Luqmaan,
Krystal Davis, Tiffany Spann,
Sherita Davis, Belinda Legette,
Keena Braxton, Shon Pate, La'
Shonda White, Tara Cunningham,
Kaetrena Davis, Jacqueline

Chavis, Cotrina Jones, Pamela
Davis, Dawn Singleton, Lori
Brownlee, and Abbigail Jefferson.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Inc. sends out special Happy Birthday wishes to "The 15 Flames of
Essence"--Spring '92 and "The 11
Dimensions of Distinction" —
Spring'93 OO-OOP!
•The Delta Zeta Spring 1994
New Member Class would like to
recognize their very special Big
Sisters. They are Mica Robertson,
Amy McEntyre, Angie Bankhead,
Denise Lambkin, Sallie Dewar,
LouAnn Horton, Meridith Fnglish,
Jill Abercrombie, Kim Cantrell and
Sarah Heilman.
We can't wait to surprise
you!!! We love you very much!!!
The sisters of Delta Zeta wish
to congratulate Stephanie Carter,
Barbara Wiegand, and Lauri Sojourner for their awards at the All
Greek Banquet.
Congratulations to those
members of I.F.C., B.G.A, and
Panhellenic for their awards.
We want to thank Jenise Lupo
for organizing the banquet-you did
a great job and we love you.
Thanks to the brothers of Pi
Kappa Alpha for a great mixer.
•The sisters of Chi Omega
would like to wish all of the Greek
Organizations a relaxing and
stress free exam period.
•The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
wish to thank the sisters of Delta
Zeta and the brothers of Kappa
Sigma and Sigma Phi Epsilon for a
great four-way mixer.
• The S.C. Sigma chapter of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon would congratulate our new officers for the
fall of 1994, they are: Eminent
Archon-Scott Whaley, Eminent
Deputy Archon-Mike Bono, Eminent Recorder—Devin Perrine,
Eminent
Chronicler—Chris
Jemigan, Eminent Warden-Mark
Rodgers, Eminent Herald-Sam
Spurrier, Eminent Chaplain-Jim
Hill, Eminent CorrespondentMark McCauley, Eminent Treasurer-Lee Leslie, Pledge Educator-Scott Sambucci, Rush Chairmen-Brian Gosey, Risk Management-Rudy Romano, Intramurals
Chairman-Craig Finnegan, and
Social Chairman-ChrisMcPoland.
We would also like to thank
the sisters ofDel ta Zeta and Sigma
Sigma Sigma for two terrific mixers, as well as the brothers of Sigma
Nu and the sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma and Alpha Delta Pi for yet
another successful all day four way
mixer.
We would also like to thank
the Greek Life office for the two
generous awards we received during the Greek Banquet.
• Alpha Kappa A1 pha Sorority
Inc., would like to congratulate

•The Student Publications
Office is located in the basement
of Bancroft Hall and houses The
Johnsonian, The Tatler, The Anthology and TTie Roddey McMillan
Record.
Phone ext. 3419 for The
Johnsonian, The Anthology or
The Roddey-McMillan Record and
ext. 3418 for The Tatler.
•The Johnsonian holds staff
meetings every Sunday at 10
p.m. Anyone interested in working on staff should attend this
meeting in the Student Publications Office.
All students are invited to
attend a meeting and work on
staff. You do not have to be a
journalism major. Writers are
needed for all sections. Photographers and artists are also needed.
Reliable, hard working students are needed to sell advertising locally and in Charlotte and
Pineville. Payment is on a commission basis.
•The Roddey-McMillan
Record holds staff meetings every Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. The final edition of The RoddeyMcMillan will be out in April.
•The Tatler has some extra
copies ofthe'92-'93 yearbook. We
are also taking orders for the '9394 book.

(NAAWP)? Minorities would
scream foul play, inequity and
racist! See a double standard
here?
The U.S. Census Bureau
h a s predicted t h a t Caucasians
will be the minority in a not too
distant future. What will happen then if white people argue
for equality?
White people, black people,

Hispanic people, Asian people
and all people need to come
together and reconcile any and
all differences from the past—
because that is exactly what it
is, differences stemming from
the past.
I am neither proud of nor
prejudiced against what my
white forefathers did to my
Native American forefathers.

It's history, learned and remembered so t h a t it should
never happen again. We are
entering a new era of humanity. Words more than weapons
are the preferred tool of conflict.
I truly believe in the cliche
that we all bleed red — whites,
blacks, Hispanics, everyone.
I am strongly anti-racist.

People must learn that ALL
people were created equal, with
equal potential in mind and
body.
We all share this world,
and how we live together in it
determines how we and future
generations will face racial tension s. We all have to live her, so
we might as well get along.
Y'all be cool!

Club News
• Model League ofArab States
members — don't forget our meetings on Tuesday evenings at 9
p.m. in the conference room, third
floor Bancroft. Have read and be
prepared to discuss the readings.
•Alpha Lambda Delta members — be watching your mailboxes for announcements regarding upcoming meetings, service
projects and social events. Call
Jay Karen at 4497 for more information.
•Getinvolved at Winthrop by
learning about and taking action
against issues such as hunger and
homelessness. Action for Food
meets every Monday at 12:30 p.m.
for lunch and business. We will be
involved with projects such as the
Crop Walk and Oxfam Fast. If
interested, please call Jay Karen
at 4497 or Heather Heusinger at
3203.
• Circle K meets every Monday at 8 p.m. in Dinkins room 220.
Please support Winthrop's Circle
K chapter.
•Ebonites Gospel Choir practice is every Thursday on the
third floor of Withers in Withers
Auditorium from 9-11 p.m. Everyone is welcome to join choir practice.
• Society ofProfessional Journalists will meetWednesdays at 7
p.m. in Johnson 102.
•Winthrop's Anthropology
Club will be meeting twice a mon th
on Thursdays at 5p.m. in Bancroft
Roon: 247. Everyone interested in
anthropology is encouraged to join
us!
•NOW would like to thank
everyone who came to the Rape
Crisis Forum and Benefit concert
two weekends ago. A special
thanks to all those who helped
make them a success.
Meeti ngs are 7:30 on Wednesday nights in 222 Dinkins. It's
NOT just a female thing.

Fellowship
Opportunities

Greek News

sorors Elisa Hutto and Pillara
Henderson on their acceptance
into the Leadership Fellows Program. We're proud of you.
We would like to congratulate soror Bettye Gathings on her
South Atlantic graduate advi sor's
award received at our 41st Regional Conference in Charleston.
We Love You!
Thank you to those students
that accompanied the sorority to
Lander University. We appreciate your support.
Thanks also to the students
and faculty that attended and
contributed to our Lil' Miss AKA
pageant. You made it a success.

•Resident Students' Association (RSA) video library is open!
Come and rent movies for
only $1. Office hours are Fri-Sun
from 12-5.
We have 17 titles including
The Firm, Needful Things, Indecent Proposal, Sliver, National
Lampoon Loaded Weapon I and
Coneheads.
The RSA office is located at
143 West Thomson and the phone
number is 3508.

Student
Publications

PERSPECTIVES
Continued from pg. 6
tional Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) are touted as fine
organizations that fight injustices.
While I don't argue against
this point, what if a group of
white people tried to form an
organization called the National Association for the Advancement of White People
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Winthrop Theatre Production

'Lesson from Aloes'
combines political
emotional themes
by Amanda Stanford
Fine Arts Writer
The Winthrop University
theatre departmenthas turned
out yet another dramatic success.
The closing for the season
turned out to be a charming
play titled "A Lesson from Aloes," by South African playwright Athol Fugard.
Fugard, who has written
other works such as "Master
Herald... and the Boys,""Sizwe
Bansi Is Dead," and "The Island," is considered by many
modern critics to be one of
South Africa's greatest literary artists.
The play is set in the cruel
atmosphere of Port Elizabeth,
South Africa. Cruel in the sense
of the unrelenting heat and
drought but also in the sense
that is set in 1963, in the midst
of the police state instigated at
that time.
The effect of these conditions on society are played out
in the main characters, a couple
living in the white district of
Port Elizabeth.
The play opens in the house
of Piet Bezuidenhout, a liberal
white Afrikaner and his wife,
Gladys. At the time the couple
are anticipating the arrival of
a black friend of Pief.'s and his
family to join them for dinner.
As they wait the harshness of the climate and political state of the country come
out between the two, and
amongst the arguing you
learned what has happened to
them before the play opened.
Gladys has just recovered
from a nervous breakdown due
to a police raid which robbed
her of her personal diaries.

Piet, on the other hand, is
dealing with his Joss ofhis farm
during the drought and alienation by his friends who believe that he has tui^ied into a
police informer against them
in the anti-apartheid movement.
In his own way Piet escapes this by involving himself with collecting aloe plants
from the farm and surrounding area. He has an obvious
respect for the plants because
he feels that despite their ugly
exterior they one of the few
things which can survive in
that climate.
The family t h a t the
Bezuidenhout's are waitingfor
never come but he head of the
family, Steve Daniels, arrives
just as Piet has given up.
Daniels, a long time friend
of Piet's, has only recently been
released from jail for antiapartheid activities, and is no w
being forced by the conditions
around him to move permanently out of the country.
Time between the friends
is strained as Daniel's unspoken accusations against Piet
for being a nolice informer are
forced out and the bitterness of
all of their lives come to the
surface.
All of the characters are
forced to deal with the shadows over their heads and the
fears that have been hidden
inside, and all though none
come to a happy or restful conclusion, all have been touched
and opened by the evening.
"A Lesson from Aloes," was
the closing play for the season,
but there are summer theatre
productions scheduled starting
at the end of May. For more
information call 323-4014.

Ebonites attend workshop
Experience brings them closer to God and to each othei
by Carmen Coleman
Staff Writer
On April 9, the Ebonites
Gospel Choir made a joyful
noise unto the Lord at their
long-awaited choir workshop
at Mt. Prospect Baptist
Church in Rock Hill.
Choir workshops usually
follow a certain procedure.
Several choirs from surrounding universities meet at one
place on a weekend to form a
joint choir. That Friday and
Saturday, a choir clinician
comes and holds two or three
practices to teach the choir
anywhere from 10 to 15 songs.
That following Sunday, the
choirperforms these songs for
a church congregation.
At first the Ebonites choir
encountered a setback. The
Clemson University Gospel
Choir, a frequent attender of
college workshops such as
these, could not attend the
concert. This meant that the
only singers in the concert
would be the Ebonites. Yet,
the choir decided to go ahead
with their plans and fellowship among themselves. Their
decision was a good one.
"I think it was good for us

•Junior English Major
•Writes poetry and short
stories
•Published in .The 1994
Anthology
"Writing poetry is not just
stringing together pretty
words. It's capturing the essence of a moment or a feeling
and conveying it to the audience in a way that they've
never seen or experienced before."

themselves battling sickness
during the concert.
"I made the deadly mistake of drinking some cold
punch before we came out to
sing," alto Gervonder Brown
said. "My stomach started doing a song of its own."
Yet, the Ebonites overcame the heat and well-displayed the fruits of their labor. The choir sang 11 songs
with a fervor and excitement
that made the congregation
stand to their feet and clap
their hands. The choir workshop was definitely a success.
"Workshops are always a
growing experience. I've participated in workshops since
the fall of 1991, and this was
by far the best," tenor Terry
Jones said.
Although the Ebonites
were glad to minister to the
audience and were glad that
the audience enjoyed the concert, they felt that they as a
choir received the most from
the concert.
"It brought us closer, *
Ebonites choir president Phila
Riley said. "It emphasized
AOE's motto ofunity by bringing us on one accord and unifying us."

Congratulations to Ric Doe
Winner of the Fine Arts Page Poetry Contest
darkfyrE flashinG

Q: 2:29

night tonight to day by night today, byedays
buy's night more night
back and forth, rope to branches, girl in swing
feel the hate of the pain, wandeijaunter
crash the light, rock the head; figureeating
jack the boot, splice the scream
light the night, bade the day, burning paper
burn's the light, feel the daze, file the
night, there's no day; no daylight
rape the feet, cise the glass and the chill,
kiss the night, darkwall slam, scream the girl
scram the child test your fear, taste the tear,
taste the night tonighttonight

Fine Arts Student
of the Week
Michael Welch

personally," Ebonites soprano
Tiffany Armstrong said. "It was
a time for us to fellowship and
to get revived spiritually."
During the workshop, the
Ebonites members developed
a deep respect for their guest
clinician Kenneth Windhem, a
director from Florence.
"I have a lot of respect for
him," tenor Stacey Finley said.
"I think that he got the choir
really disciplined."
"There were a lot of things
the choir washoldingback and
he brought them out. He just
bonded with some people,"
tenor Drico Rutledge.
The practices energized the
spirits of the Ebonites members and brought the choir as a
whole to a closer relationship
with God.
"The practices were very
inspirational," Ebonites member Desha Wright said. "The
presence of the Holy Spirit was
really moving through the director."
During the concert, the
Ebonites faced more adversity.
The Mt. Prospect Baptist
church was unbearably hotthat
day, both for the congregation
and even more so for the choir.
Some of the Ebonites found

A: 6:35

feel the head metalslam, stop the ride
check inside, spin the wheel- squeaky girl
bathe tonigh yellowlight, drying tear, chucking
time, feel the barestareing chill, wipe the streams,
wake the dreams, still the day thumps the night
and papeR burns to black
-Ric Doe

Fine Arts Calendar
Monday, April 25
•8 p.m. Winthrop Brass
Ensemble will perform in
Tillman Auditorium. Cultural
Event.

Wednesday, April 20
•8 p.m. Delta Omicron and
#hi Mu Alpha will present their
spring musicale in Tillman
Auditorium Cultural Event.

Saturday, April 23
•1-4 p.m. M.F.A. exhibition of works by Master of
Fine Arts candidates in
Rutledge Galleries.

Thursday, April 21
•8p.m. Winthrop Gleeclub
wil present their spring concirt in Byrnes Auditorium.
Cultural Event.

Sunday, April 24
Tuesday, April 26
•4 p.m. Winthrop Guitar
*8 p.m. Winthrop Jazz
Ensemble will perform in Combos will perform in Tillman
Tillman Auditorium. Cultural Auditorium. Cultural Event.
Event.
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Students' summer plans vary
by Joyce Tisdale
Spotlight Writer
As another semester comes
to an end, many students begin to make plansfor their summer break which may range
from baby-sitting jobs to vacations over seas.
Jan Smith, a freshman
majoring in elementary education, will be volunteering for
Bethel Baptist Church at a soup
kitchen, working at a Baptist
camp as a counselor for two
and a half months and in May,
Smith will be volunteering as
at a high school in Greenville,
SC as a teacher's helper.
Lonzette Gunter, a sophomore, said, "This summer I will
be baby-sitting my nephew during the months of June and
July."
Latoshia Berry, a freshman
from Allendale, SC said she
plans to get a summer job and

go to summer school during A,
B and C sessions.
"I plan to spend my entire
summer in Rock Hill," Berry
said.
Jae Harris, a biology major, will be training this summer to get her certified nurse's
aid license.
"I will be working at a hospital near Washington, DC for
six weeks during the summer,"
Harris said.
For those who would rather
spend money than make it, several travel agencies offer vacation packages for students who
are on a budget.
Carlson Travel Network,
located on West Oakland Avenue, offer trips to the Bahamas and Cancun during the
summer months of J u n e
through August.
Around the price of $349, a
person can go to Cancun or the
Bahamas for three nights and

four days. The price for the
trip includes air fare, transportation and hotel accommodations.
TravelMasters, located in
Southlake Plaza on Charlotte
Avenue, is offering a trip to
London from June 1 through
June 24. The price of the trip is
$819 which includes air fare,
hotel accommodations and
transfer transportation. The
price of the trip to London is
$40 more if a person chooses to
vacation during the weekend.
Thomas
Tours
TravelMasters, located on
Charlotte Avenue in Rock Hill
and off of Highway 160 and
Gold Hill Road in Fort Mill
offers two separate cruise ship
packages for three nights and
four days or four nights and
five days.
Students who wish to take
a cruise aboard the Dolphin
will have to provide

their own transportation
to Miami, FL. From Miami,
students will take a cruise to
the Bahamas. If more than
two people share a cabin on the
ship, the price is $100 a day.
Students who wish to take
a cruise aboard the Big Red
Boat will have to provide their
own transportation to Tampa,
FL. From Tampa, students
will take a cruise to Key West
for three nights and four days
or to Cancun for four nights
and five days for $100 a day.
For more than two people
in a cabin, the lower the price
is for the cruise. The price does
not include air fare.
Harris will vacation on
land instead of sea after she
finishes her training in Washington.
"After my training, I will
travel to California. New
Mexico, Texas, Alabama and
Oklahoma," Harris said.

Stay for cheap

Hostels provide inexpensive alternative

Summer travel does not
have to leave you broke! Especially ifyou use hostels through
out tiie country.
Hostelsaredorm-likehousing people can use for as little
as $7-$ 15 per night within the
continental U.S. Hostels are
not just located in towns and
cities no one has ever heard of,
they are located in some of the
biggest vacation spots in the
country.
There are hostels in Miami, New Orleans, Aspen and
Honolulu. And they all average less than $15 per night.
Hostels are also located
internationally and the prices
are still very inexpensive.
When you stay at a hostel
don't expect the Hilton, but do
expect adequate living quarters.
The rooms are usually
dorm style, boys in one dorm
and girls in another. But some
hostels do provide private
roomsfor families. There is also
a common room where people
can gather and socialize.
There are usually no set
check-in check-out iimes, but
usually you can get in a room
sometime during the evening
and are expected to leave in
the morning after breakfast.
There is no restaurant at
the hostels, but there are do-ityourself kitchens which have
all the needed utensils and
cookware.
Hostel directors suggest
guests explore the local grocery stores and share recipes
and meals with other guests.
Hostels provide you with a
bed, pillow and blanket, but
guests need to bring other bed
linens. Guests also need to re-

i
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Summer
Travel Tips
Never travel
alone, always go
with a friend or
family member.
•Use traveler
checks instead of
cash. They are
harder to use if
stolen.
Always carry an
extra source of
income such as a
credit card.
Emergencies
always happen.
•Men should carry
their wallet in their
front pocket and
women should
wear their purse
across their body.
•Make
reservations. Call
around and find
the best deals.
Travel agencies
can be helpful
with this.
•When traveling
leave an itinerary
with a friend or
family member in
case of
emergencies.

Photo courtsey of Hostels International

Santa Monica's hostel
member a towel.
There is no maid service
like at motels, so everyone is
usually asked to help pitch in
to clean and everyone is expected to clean up after themselves.
Hostels can also offer very
good travel information. They
have many brochures and maps
to help you decide what to do
locally and most are run by
local residents that can give
you the inside scoop on the city.
Some of the more popular
hostels are located in Florida,
Hawaii, New Orleans, California and Colorado.
In Florida, there are hostels in Miami and Orlando. The

one is Miami is only two biceks
from Miami Beach and is
within walking distance of the
Art Deco district. The one in
Orlando is just a few minutes
from Disney's Magic Kingdom,
Epcot Center and MGM Studios. It is also close to many
other attractions such as Sea
World, Marineland and Silver
Springs.
There is also a hostel ocean
front at Waikiki Beach in Hawaii. The hostel in Honolulu is
just minutes from the University of Hawaii, the beach and
the Mo'ili'ili area, a popular
night spot.
The hostel in San Diego is
located downtown and is close

to the beach and the San Diego
Zoo. It is also only 20 minutes
from Mexico. Santa Monica's
hostel is close to Los Angeles,
Disneyland and Universial
Studios.
In New Orleans there is a
hostel located only five minutes away from the French
Quarter.
If you like to ski there are
hostels located at nearly every
major ski resort including Aspen, Snowmass and Sunlight.
For more information on
hostels call or write Hostelling
International
Dept. 481,73315th Street,
NW, #840 Washington, DC
2005. (202) 783-6161.

Coming next week:
Winthrop's most intriguing people of the year

•Never stop at rest
areas. Always use
gas stations or
restaurants.
•If traveling by car
be sure to pack an
extra quart of
motor oil and an
extra gallon of
antifreeze.
__

•"TiT

CWL

MwEWSSTANPlSI^

Free Browsing
M-F 8-7
E. Main &
Sat 8-6 327-2874 Hampton
Sun 1-6
(Downtown)

Entertainment
The end of grunge music
EBSB
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Kurt Cobain's suicide shocks a generation
Lee Belcher
Kurt Cobain's suicide is old
news now.
But like everyone else I'm
sure it's in the back of a lot of
people's mind.
How could someone who
had everything throw it all
away in such a blind rage of
self inflicted violence?
It doesn't make any sense
that this man who was at the
forefront of thenew music scene
and adored by millions could
be so stupid to leave it all behind, not to mention a wife and
small daughter in the process.
When I heard that Cobain
had committed suicide on the
car radio as my girlfriend and I
drove to a tattoo parlor in
Gastonia, NC, I had to smile.
Cobain didn't let us down.
For once in a split-second
their was some honesty to the
'90s.
Someone had enough courage to say, "look at me I have
everything and life still sucks
and I want out."
A lot of people don't agree
with the way he dealt with his
problem but we all have our
vices to help us through the
day.
Whether it is that cigarette
or drink at the end of the day,
we all have that little escape
from the pressures of life.
Cobain just needed a big-

and powerful trailer trash.
I could respect him using
honesty as a life-style and not
a crutch in life.
Andy Rooney from the
television show "60 Minutes"
did a commentary on Cobain
April 17.
It had all the depth and
sympathy you would expect
from a bloated old man of his
age, none.
Rooney went on to cut
Cobain on everythingfromhis
past drug abuse and his appearance
"Look at the holes in his
jeans. I bet he never worked a
day in his life. He probably
has a whole closet of jeans
just like those,'- Rooney said.
Do I sense a little jealousy thereAndy?
A lot of working class
Americans wouldn't consider
pushing a pencil working either.
He also went on to say
Photo byRobOutzs how he found it disgusting
that today's youth whined
From left, Kurt Cobain, Krist Novosellc and Dave uroni xormeu mivauo.
about life being so hard.
"If you think life's so mis"Never Mind" also estab- of garbage that had a few shin- erable switch ages with someHe had said in numerous lished that they could carry ning moments.
But never the less it was one my age," Roonney said.
interviews that he had tried this sound on over even while
Well if life makes you that
everything from drugs and al- being signed on the major re- eaten up by the now popular punk
pseudo crowd who think Black cold and vindictive maybe
cohol and was trying the clean cording label GefFen.
life for a while. I guess none of
"Incesticide" a release of Flag is a roach killer and the you're justjealous Cobain beat
to the punch.
that helped either.
old b-sides and outtakes from Circle Jerks is something frat you But
that's Rooney"s opinI had always liked Nirvana earlier recording sessions let boys do when their lonely in their
ion and God bless him he has
from the time they released you get a feel of the bands fraternity houses.
;
a
right
to it no matter how
Kurt Coba n said in several
their first CD "Bleach," which roots and their influences this
dated it makes him sound.
was on Sub Pop Records.
had to be the best CD they had interviews with "Musician MagaCobain's dead.Big deal.
zine," "Rolling Stone" and "Spin"
They had the sound and released so far.
The rest of us have to live
energy to be the next Black
"In Utero" was an over- thathe wasbasically trailer trash
this
life now.
Flag or maybe even The Re- produced slick sounding piece who escaped it all to become rich
r\lappTnpnt.s.

Rollins
releases
new CD
Review '
Lee Belcher
Henry Rollins does it again
with his seventh release,
"Weight."
"Weight" is Rollins strongest release so far combining
the hard hitting guitar distorted sounds of Haskett with
the driving bass sounds of
Melvin Gibbs.
Gibbs is the newest addition to the band takingthe place
of former bass player Andrew
Weiss.

,

The first single off the new
CD is "Liar."
It blends a casual poetry
reading in with an out of nowhere verbal assault by
Photo courtsey of imag<
Rollins.
Rollins screams, "I m a liar,
From left TheoVan Rock, soundman, Chris Haskett, gulta^Henry RollU^s,voc a ls,MelvtnGlbb s , bass and Sim Cain,drumsmak<
I'll rip your mind up, I'll burn
See ROLLINS, pg.11 up the Rollins Band and have released the:: seventh CD entitled Weight.
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ROLLINS

Continued from pg. 10
your soul, I'll turn you into me."
Rollins says it all without
being subtle in the process. The
music on weight is both uncompromising and well produced
without being to slick.
The new CD has 12 tracks
and all are worth listening to
but "Shine" has to be the best
track.
Rollins sings this song in
almost a James Brown beat behind him.

"It's time to align your
body with your mind. It's hero
time, It's time to align your
body with your mind, It's time
to Shine," Rollins sings.
This is thebest CD Rollins
has came out with since his
last CD with Black Flag, "In
My Head."
Rollins has finally came
forth as the talent that he
hates to admit he is in the
music scene.

Local Bands —
need exposure?
Call 323-3419.

iwCARRYOUT SPECIAL!
I
|

Large
pepperoni Pizza

ptaja
-Hut.

[

"Making It Great"

•
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CASH OFF!

*3.00
Off Any Large Pizza OR I
|
$
2.00
Off Any Medium Pizza
m

Gregory Washington
Store Manager
|
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Hunyl Offer anda aoonJPtoaae
coupon when
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1807 Cherry Road
Rock Hill, SC 29732
(803) 328-2282
.

•

*5.99
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M I X & MATCH

I One Medium Specialty
• Pizza feOnpr

I

Got A n y l n d P t e n f o r i / :
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Two Medium Specialty Ptasas

*12.99 OR
*15.99

Two Large Specialty Pi* zas
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Winthrop Special
Low Rates
All Sizes Available
No Deposit Required

Interstate Self Storage
Corner of E d e n Terrace a n d 1-77
t

o

EdenTtrrac*

Winthrop Caliwum

m

803-324-7988

Interstate
Self

The Best In College Nite Life

THE CONNELLS
LIVE AT

SUD FLOOD
SATURDAY

APRIL 30
AMERICAN LEGION FAIRGROUND
NEXT TO

WINTHROP UNIVERSITY
ROCK HILL, SC TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

GATES OPEN AT 12:30
BANDS BEGIN AT 1:30

(803)329-5116
SOUTH CAROLINA'S
LARGEST ANNUAL
COLLEGE PARTY!
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Men's tennis team takes third in BSC

Team overcomes adversity after last season's tragic accident
by Jackie Lowery
Managing Editor
Winthrop's number six
seeded men's team upset thirdseeded Radford in the open
round of the Big South Conference tournament before falling
in the semi-finals to UNCGreensboro 4-3.
The Eagles came on strong
against Radford, as they defeated the Highlanders, 4-2.
The team played a close
match against Radford that
wasn't decided until UNCG's
Adam Short rallied from one
set down to defeat junior
Miquel de la Flor at number
five singles 6-7, 6-3, 6-4.
Freshmen number one
singles player Oswaldo Vildoso
and freshmen teammate
Andres Haddad had strong

tournaments goingundefeated.
The men's team, which did
not have a senior, finished the
season at 10-10.
"Everyone will be back next
season so we will be strong and
have a good chance to do better
than this season," said Head
Tennis Coach Cid Carvalho.
"Everyday the guys are playing better and better."
Vildoso was very excited
with his first opportunity to
play as a team. He found it was
very different playing singles.
"It was hard at first fto grasp
the team concept] to win a
match but then have the team
lose, or for you to lose a match
and have the team win."
The men's tennis program
was in the rebuilding stage this
year following the tragic accident last March that took the

life of Bruno Torok and left
several others seriously injured.
Most of last year's matches
were canceled and the team
was unable to participate in
the Big South Conference
championships.
"Last season, it was hard
but we decide to play for them
and this provided an incentive
for us," said women's team
member Sussy Boyanovich.
"We are proud of the guys who
are playing. Last semester we
were the only ones playing and
now we feel like we are together."
Carvalho was happy with
the way the team rebounded
from the tragedy.
"None of the people who
were involved in the accident
will ever forget it, but we have

made a commitment in our lives
to go forward. We did just that
this season," said Carvalho. He
added that the accomplishments of the guys who were
involved in the accident were
every bit as impressive as the
ladies.
"Just the fact that they
were out there playing when a
year ago they were laying in [a
hospital] bed fighting for their
lives," said Carvalho. "It is very
emotional to see and in my
book, they are winners."
Team captain Miguel de la
Flor returned as the Eagle's
top experienced player for this
season was disappointment at
his level of play but was "happy
to be coming back from something bad."
"I enjoyed playing in the
Big South in the fact of just

being there," said de la Flor. "I
will keep working hard and
next year, we plan to go for it."
Alvaro Martinez, a sophomore voiced similar sentiments. Martinez was out for
most of the season due to a
sprain ankle.
"I feel I have accomplish a
lot since last year. It was great
to be on the court again," said
Martinez. "Seeing my leg
twisted after the accident, I
thought I would never play
again."
Martinez also said that he
wanted to be able to play next
season and try to return to my
level and play good tennis.
The team and Carvalho are
looking forward to seeing
Kerion Ball return to the team
and Eckert Dietz return to
Winthrop.

de Freitas named Big South
Conference Player of the Year
by Jessica Brown
Editor
Winthrop's number one
seed tennis player Carolina de
Freitas not only finished the
season undefeated, but was
named Big South Conference
Player of the Year last weekend.
De Freitas, a Brazil native, who was a major factor in
the women's conference title
win, won both the singles and
doubles title, with partner SuePeng Ng, and was named to
the All-Big South Conference
team.
The doubles title is a repeat of 1993 for de Freitas and
Ng.
"I think it's a dream come
true," de Freitas said about her
honors and about the women's
conference win. "It's unbelievable."
"Playing number one,
you're playing some good girls.
It's harder to be a top seed and
win than a lower seed," she
said.
De Freitas said all the players gave each other support
during the tournament. She
said they would get motivated

and pumped up in the mornings.
When they finished their
own matches they would move
to support a teammate, said de
Freitas, who stood by her
doubles partner Sue-Peng Ng
and cheered her on.
Despite her individual honors, de Freitas said the focus
was on the team, not her. "We
wanted to win as a group," she
said. "It was almost like a family."
De Freitas will be vacationing in Germany soon,
where she will visit former
teammate Eckart Dietz, who
was injured in a van accident
last March. She will also play
amateur tennis on the side.
There is a chance that she
will be nationally ranked and
if given a chance to play in
national competition over the
summer. De Freitas said she
would return if given this opportunity.
She feels that she definitely
has a good chance to go to the
national next year. She said
this year's success is a good
start.
"I feel it's a beginning It's
a jump to a new level," she
said.

MSB* £%

Photo by Rob Ouzts

Carolina de Freitas
"We hope to recruit some
good girls and go to a higher
level. The competition really
starts," she said.
De Freitas said she was
prepared mentally as well as
physically for the season. She
feels that she gets better with
experience.
"I feel like I can do anything," she said.

Ladies gearing up for softball tourney
Coach Mark Cooke captures 200th career victory.
gia Tech, South Florida, Cenby Byron Putman
tenary and Tennessee Tech.
Sports Editor
Even so, the team was conLast week the Lady Eagles tent on the way they played,
softball team won two games being very competitive against
and lost and lost seven, but their competition.
those two games were very
They lost to Tennessee
important as they helped head Tech, 3-1, Centenary, 7-2,
coach Mark Cooke earn his South Florida, 6-1, Georgia
200th career coaching victory. Tech, 4-1, and South Carolina,
Winthrop swept the 49ers 6-1.
of UNCC, 2-1 and 9-2.
At the Frost Cutlery TourLady Eagle Notes:
nament the Lady Eagles
Senior Christy Adams will
dropped games to USC, Geor- play her final home game to-

day against USC.
Susan Funderburk, freshman, is now leading the team
in batting with a .339 average.
She went 5 for 13 at the tournament.
This performance put her
back on top.
Sophomore Christine Yon
is second in the race, batting a
close .331 average.
Sophomore Kim Cowgill is
leading the team in steals and
is only 5 steals away from a
new school record.

The BSC Softball Tournament
Friday, April 22 and Saturday, April 23 at Cherry Park

Photo by Rob Ouzts

flon Knox waits tor the umpires call on a close pitch.

Winthrop Eagie baseball
team defeats bulldogs 6-4
by Byron Putman
Sports Editor
The Eagles bounced back
from a horrid week beating
The Citadel 6-4, after losing
three of their four games.
Bryan Link got the win for
the Eagles, while Jeff Myers
came in to grab the save.
Myers now has six saves
on the year and is ranked second in saves in the Big South
Conference.
In last week's losses, the
Eagles were beaten by W.
Carolina, 4-3, UNCC, 10-9,
and dropped a double hitter to
conference opponent Charleston Southern, 16-4 and 10-7.
These conference losses will
probably put the Eagles playoff hopes to rest. They now
trail conference leading UNC

Greensboro by seven games.
Winthrop only win last
week came off of Charleston
Southern, 18-9.
Eagle Notes:
Sophomore Jeremy Keller
was named co-conference
player of the week after hitting four home runs and leading the Eagles to two victories. Keller also leads the BS
in home runs (7).
Travis Hollingsworth still
leads the Eagles in hitting
with an .339 average.
He is also tied for second
in the conference for triples
(3).
Freshman Jeff Cisar went
10-for- 21 last week rasing his
batting average up to .331. He
leads the conference in triples
(5).
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Coaches Kenney, Muller sign 3
recruits on national signing day

by Byron Putman
Sports Editor

to our team,

Two forwards will join
point guard Jimmy Stemple as
new players for coach Dan
Kenney and the Winthrop
Eagle basketball program.
Joining Stemple who hails
from Clarksburg, W. Va., are
Marcus Laster, a 6-foot-6, 205
pound forward from St. Louis
and Andrew McFalls, a 6-foot7,205 pound forwardfromthe
Washington, D.C. area.
These two players signed
to play for the Eagles last
Wednesday, April 13, national
signing day.
Laster averaged 23 points
and 16 rebounds for Clayton
high school where he gained
All-District honors.
"Marcus is a great addition

Kenney
He helps us
a void,
strengths
bound
and penmKenney
which
need to improve on."
McFall averaged 22 points
per game and 10 rebounds for
Langley High School where he
also gained All-District and AllRegion teams.
"Andrew is a player I know
will keep getting better," said
Kenney.
Lady head coach Robin
Muller lands three signees to

cruiting ef
Joining
Eagles next
season are,
Kathenne
Kitchen
6-foot forMuller
ward from
Hobgood, N.C.; Anne Cox, a 6foot guard from Midlothian,
Va., and Tracy Mont, a 5-foot9 guard from Alexandria, Va.
Kitchen average 19.2points
and led her team to a state
title. Cox average 12 points,
whileMontaverage 11.2 points.
"Cox has the rawest talent
of the three," said Muller.
"Tracy is extremely versatile,
she can hit the 3 and post up."

Recreational Sports Update
As the end of the semester
quickly approaches the Recreational Sports schedule will
alsosoon biecompleted. The last
sports offered are either in the
playoff stageorhavereached the
finals.
In Tennis Doubles, Mandy
Mullinax an Dionne Thomason
won the Women's division with
Susan Morton and Kimberiy
Mikellfinishingsecond.Taking
part in the upcoming men's
final is David Stroman/ Jamie

McVay versus Alan Havnaer/ deadline.
The 4 on 4 Coed Volleyball
Michael West.
The women's campus T o u r n a m e n t w a s h e l d i n
championship softball game Peabody 201 on Tuesday,April
was played last week be- 12. The tournament was contween the Misfits and Tina's ducted with a double eliminaNo Names. The Misfits took tion format.
In the final match of the
the title with a 13 to two
win.The men's campus cham- evening PIKE I defeated PIKE
pionship game will see Kappa 3 for the title by scores of 12-10
Sigma meet the three time and 11-4.
SubmittedbyGrant Scurry,
defending softball champion
"The Posse" in action that director of recreational sports,
took place after this article Division of Student Life.

Winthrop Coliseum to
host the women's ACC
tourney for 2 more years
by Byron Putrnan
Sports Editor
The Rock Hill Sports Council and area basketball fans
got there wish Wednesday as
the ACC's executive committee is expected to approve the
proposalfor the tournament to
return to Rock Hill.
The council will make a
bid to hold the conference for
the next two years, 1995 and
1996.
The ACC committee rejected Rock Hill's first bid for
three year contract, as the executive committee has expressed a desire to seek a venue
with a larger arena and the
possibility of more attendance.
Committee member, Willie
Stephenson said, "I don't think
that Rock Hill will be in the
running for the bid after the
next two years."
Stephenson said he was
disappointed that there wasn't
a couple of sellouts during
this years tournament, even
though the tournament broke
the all-time Women's ACC
tournament attendance record
with 20,265 fans. This is a 45
percent increase from the
previous ACC tournament.
Stephenson said there are
somethings we would like to

work out if things go as
planned.
The ACC committee has
stated that they would like to
have the tournament the
same time and dates as the
men's, but Stephenson said
that idea wasn't acceptable.
"There is the thoughtthat
we might shift some dates,
from Thursday through Sunday with the championship
game on Sunday," he said.
"We would have liked to
have our attendance better,
the Sports Council feels like
Monday's 5:30 championship
game time really hurt us."
He said the ACC is looking into the matter but
doesn't know what their answer is going to be.
Winthrop University's
associate athletic director
Tom Hickman said he glad
the tournament is coming
back to the Winthrop Coliseum
for two more years.
"We were disappointed
with the attendance at the
Slam Dunk/3-Point Shooting
contest," said Hickman.
"It's a continued disappointment to us."
Contest promoters had
hoped tofillthe 6,100 seat Coliseum, but only drew about
4,200.

SUMMER JOBS IN CHARLOTTE
SPENDING YOUR SUMMER IN THE CHARLOTTE AREAAND WONDERING WHERE
YOU'LL FIND A JOB? YOU COULD SPEND THIS SUMMER WORKING IN
PROFESSIONAL SURRROUNGINGS WITH FREE ACCESS TO AN ON SITE FITNESS
CENTER WHILE EARNING A GOOD HOURLY WAGE AND COMMISSIONS.
ALAMO RENT A CAR IS CURRENTLY SEEKING FULL AND PART-TIME
RESERVATION SALES AGENTS FOR SUMMER HIRING
AND NOW IS THE
TIME TO APPLY!
IF YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH THE PUBLIC, HAVE A PLEASANT TELEFPHONE
MANNER AND ARE READY TO LEARN NEW SKILLS, THEN ALAMO RENT A CAR
WOULD LIKE TO TALK WITH YOU TODAY!
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO APPLY PLEASE CONTACT:
ALAMO RENT A CAR
5970 FAIRVIEW ROAD
SUITE 800
CHARLOTTE, NC 28210
704-554-8701

Where all the miles
are free

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Cartoons more than funny pages
'Calvin and Hobbes'
appears most popular
by Cams 11 la L. Shuter
Lifestyles Writer

Laughter is the best medicine.
And indeed it for Winthrop
students when they want to
escape reality and the pressures of school.
Some comics often read by
students are "Family Circus,"
"The Farside," "Peanuts"
and the ever most popular,
"Calvin and Hobbes" to leave
from the real world and to enter the imaginary world of a
cartoonists mind full of entertainment and laughter.
In order to escape the realm
of studying, elementary education major Nicky Martinez
said she reads the comics for
entertainment and pleasure.
Twila Wilson, business
major, said, "After reading the
news in the newspaper, you
need something interesting to
make you laugh."
An "oldie but goodie" is
what Kim Scheil, philosophy
and religion major, and Marc
Peurifoy, sociology major, said
about "Peanuts."
The cartoon has been
drawn by Charles Shultz since
the 1950's. People have suggested the characters are based
on the shape of peanuts, giving
them the name.
They said they read "The
Farside" because it is short and
because it has a "sick" style of
humor. "The Farside" cartoons are boxes with a scene
inside and a line of humor be-

neath. Appearing in the paper, they also have been made
popular by calendars.
"I like them [the comics] if
they are funny," Scheil said.
However, she does not like
them if they are very long.
Because of its unusual
punchline, biology major
Shawn Sullivan said, "You
have to be intelligent to understand "The Farside."
"Calvin and Hobbes" appears to top most students reading list for several reasons.
T h e cartoon is about
Calvin, a little boy and his
stuffed tiger Hobbes. Calvin
possesses a vivid imagination.
When bored, he imagines dinosaurs, fire, and flying as diversions.
Another reason according
to speech major Christine
Harrison, "For a kid, he is profound."
She said she usually reads
most of the comics because she
wants tofindsomethingfunny.
Other popular cartoons include "Garfield," drawn by John
Davis about a fat cat, a mindless dog and their forever dateless owner.
"Cathy" is a
woman's kind of cartoon about
a neurotic single woman obsessed with relationships, ber
weight and bathing suit season.
As a form of mental relief,
comics keep a person from losing his or her sanity. They also
provide the entertainment and
humor to put a smile on the
strictest person's face.
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Behind the ink

Winthrop cartoonists reveal inspiration

stip with a homosexual character but he had not pursued it
before this year. He said he
wanted to show a gay characWinthrop has its own crop
ter in a positive light.
of cartoonists who create a wide
"I wanted to show that horange of stripsfromaverage to
mosexuals are everybody else,"
science fiction to the bizarre.
Pete Kaliner does the strip
Campbell said.
Ted Kay, an English ma"Magnum" for The Johnsonian.
jor, said his strip, "If" is a strip
He said it is geared towards
of a slapstick nature. "If* also
the average college student.
appears in The Johnsonian.
Kaliner, a sophomore maKay said slapstick humor
joring in mass communication,
appeals to him.
said the average student at
"In terms of comic strips,
Winthrop is one who basically
that is how my humor comes
makes up the social structure
across best," Kay said.
of the university. He said the
He said he likes to focus on
average student may not join
comtemporaiy problems using
any clubs, but goes to classes
day after day and does his or
light humor.
"Ocassionally, if it's a holiher assignments.
day, I mess with icons such as
Kaliner said these students
Santa Claus or the Easter
usually do not see anything
Bunny," he said.
that affects them on campus.
Kay said humor is essen"If you're a minority stutial in comic strips.
dent (on this campus), there's
Darryl Hughey, a liberal
a publication for you," Kaliner
arts graduate student, is the
said "If you're an outstanding
graphics
editor of The Johnsostudent, you get accolades."
nian, as well as the artist of
He said he gets ideas for
"Galatic Knight," a science fichis strip by talking to people
tion strip.
and being informed of things
He said when he was a
that happen to them.
child, his father introduced him
Junior Jesse Campbell, the
to science fiction. He said he
editorial cartoonist for The
reads Edgar Rice Burroughs
Johnsonian, said he did not
and Issac Assimov. He also
want to take a traditional apsaid he is a Star Trek fan.
proach of talking about a speHughey also said as the
graphics editor, he is reponsible
for various visuals in the newspaper. He said the editors give
B U Y A N Y HOAGEE
him a basic idea and he creates
from there.
GET A 2nd FOR
n HOAGIE
"I basically let my mind go
% PRICE
and try to come to some unique
(of equal or lesser value)
composition,"he said. "CreativOpen 7 Days I ity lies in knowing your restrictions and making some10X off with
Located across •
324-3000
thing unique despite those reStudent ID
760 Cherry Road Not valid v.ih any other offer from
- the Commons J
strictions."
by Alvin McEwen
Staff Writer

Nine-week Summer session
Classes begin May 31 and end Aug 5
(Final Exams - Aug 8-9)
Registration - Wednesday, May 25
Tuition for residents of Clarendon, Lee and Sumter counties for the
Summer Session is $29.40 per credit hour. A three-credit hour course
is $88.20, plus application fees and textbooks. Tuition slightly higher
for residents of other counties.
Earn credits in such areas as COMPUTER TECHNOLOGYHISTORY... ENGLISH... MATHEMATICSPSYCHOLOGY... PUBLIC SPEAKING... BIOLOGY.
Request a listing of courses available this summer. Write the
• Office of Admissions, Central Carolina Technical College,
506 North Guignard Drive, Sumter, S.C. 29150,
or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-221-8711, Extn. 205.

CENTRAL CAROLINA
T E C H N I C A L

C O L L E G E

cific issuehis editorial cartoons.
"I wanted to make a statement greater than something
only current in the news,"
Campbell said. "I want to address some things that I feel
are more important than this
issue' or 'that issue.' I wanted
to address human issues."
He describes his editorial
cartoons as confrontational.
"Everytime I sit down (and
create the comic strip), I set
out to confront the viewer, to
make them ask questions," he
said.
Campbell also does a strip
in The Johnsonian called
"Wunderland."
Sunderland started out
as an imitation to "The Far
Side,'" Campbell said. "It
slowly progressed into its own
entity."
He decribec the strip as
"funny and silly" and simply as
"the adventures of Madame
Ovary," one of the main characters of the strips.
In addition, Campbell also
does a cartoon strip for The
Roddey-McMillan Record
.Winthrop's multicultural
monthly. It is the only cartoon
strip on campus whose main
character is homosexual.
Campbell said he has always wanted to do a cartoon

•••••

GOING HOME TO
MESUMJER
THIS SUMMER?
Make your summer count.
Plan to earn credits to meet your
needs and your college's requirements
— at an affordable cost.
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Steak 'N Hoagie Shop
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By Ted Kay Magnum

By Pete Kaliner

0,1

L
Suggestions for Distractions?
Call us at 323-3419.
We want to know what you think!
Galactic Knight

By Darryl Hughey

The Roddey-McMillan Record is now seeking
students to serve in the positions of:
•Business manager
•Q/A editor
•Writers
•Photographers

Only 6 of the 12 fighters remain. T h e general hopes they will be enough to defend the base
from the last enemy assault making its way through the asteroid belt around the planet. In
a suicide attack the last fighters race to attack the enemy battleship. The fighters manage
to eliminate the battleships fighter coverage before they themselves are destroyed. As the
lumbering battleship nears the General calls the heavy fighter squads to attack. The base
uses the last of its missiles to slow the battleship down as the heavy fighters race to intercept

Interested students can get applications from the
Student Publications Office in the basement of
Bancroft. Applications are due Monday and
appointments will be set up later.

Weekly Crossword
" Sports & Leisure "
1
5
10
14

By Brian Davis
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Last week's
puzzle
solution

•Issues editor
•Activities editor
•Cartoonists
•Graphic artists

15
16
17
19
20
21
23
26
27
30
32
36
38
39
40
42
43
45
47
48
49
50
52
54
58
62
63
66
67
68
69
70
71
1
2
3
4
5

ACROSS
Game city
Plow Inventor
Guys and
Flawless tennis server
ski party
Pirate's Matty
Tossing game
Precipitation
Woman's headband
Winter sport
Verne's Captain
Understanding words
Pregrads
Actress Firin
Gay:WWII
Bombor
Party game
Soul
Play part
Upper crust
Late
Show
Astaireetal
Vandals
The
& the Papas
Baseball's Fielder
Tennis term
Fifty two weeks
Norwegian capital
Messers. Chan & Brown
Angry
Jewish dance
Wimbledon game
Oil org.
French stage
Small bills
Knowing
Man in Spain
Ripped
DOWN
Cheerleader shouts
Bus. subject
Rome's fiddler
Comedian Bean
Prosecuting attys

B Gerr Fre

y

y y

44 German donkey
Ephesians:abrev
46 Kate's partner
Cupid
48 Build
Land a fish:2 wds
51 Roger
Journalist
Slalom shapes
53 Believe it
Out door hobby
54 Dog breed
Jai
- 55 Arizona Indian tribe
Meat cut
56 God of war
Chanted
Accumulation of fluid
57 Graceful bird
Profound
59 Cornerstone word
Fashions
60 Rank
Dodgers' Hershiser
61 Being
64
Dinh Diem ;
Beat it!
Mary Tylor Moore spin off
Vietnam Pres.
Witch town
65 Rain or mite preceder
Stage whisper
Quotable Quote
Bay window
British measure
"Spring
is when you feel like
This is only _
whistling even with a
37 Track event
shoe full ol slush"
38 Eighteen wheelers
41 Pedro's sandwich
DOUG LARSON

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
25
27
28
29
31
33
34
35
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WINTHROP CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

v

2 bedroom townhouses,
1 1/2 baths, fully
equipped kitchen, swimming pool and on-site
laundry room. $425 /
month, water, and calble
included. Located at
Foxfire Apartments on
Ebenezer Road. Call 3664000 for information.
Female
roommate
needed to share 2 BR
apartment located 1
block freom campus.
$187.50 + 1/2 utilities.
Call 324-9957 for more
info.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn
$2000+
monthly.
Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc. No
experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647.
EXT. C147.

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Many earn
$2000+/mo. in canneries
Rooms for rent
Large, unfurnished or $3000-$6000+/mo. on
rooms within walking fishing vessels. Many
distance of Winthrop. employers provide ben$225/month,
$100 efits. No exp. necesdeposit. Non-smokers sary: For more info, call:
only. 324-2203. Leave 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5382
message.

Need a place to stay for
the summer? Stay at
940 Oakland Avenue.
Just
$175/month
includes
utilities.
Females only. Call 3293456.
Off campus housing
near Winthrop at The
Graduate House. $275.
total plus deposit. Nonsmoker. Call 324-8443
for details.
House For Rent:
391N. Confederate
Near Winthrop. 4
Bedrooms, 2 baths.
$600 month, $600
deposit. Other houses
available. 366-9858
FOR SALE
TAYLOR OVERSIZE
DRIVER 'BURNER' 10.5
DEREE LOFT STEEL
SHAFT - REGULAR
SWING WEIGHT $40
What's up ! I'm kind of
dissapointed because I
thought maybe we
could have had
something Moore, but
it seems that with only
1 week
1/2 to go, it doesn't
seem possible unless
you give me a sign
before the end of finals.
NBG!
I want you to see much
Moore of me because I
Aim to please. Now I'm
dropping U a few lines,
saying stop wasting time
because eventually U
will be mine.
Moore
Congratulations to The
Possfc" for capturing it's
4th straight Winthrop
Intramural
Softball
Championship,
by
defeating Kappa Sigma
Monday, 20-4. On the road
to their four softball
championships "The
Possfc" has compiled a
record of 31 victories and
no defeats.

CuCturat 'Events

H E L P WANTED

CRUISE
SHIPS
HIRING-Earn up to
$2500+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel.
Summer & Full-Time
employment available.
No exp necessary. For
info, call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C5382
HELP!!!
^Sketch Artists
^Persons familiar with
SouthemBrazil(Natives)
•Persons familiar with
French Alps/Paris
(Natives)*Part Time
Tra vel Agent *Child
Sitters. Should be her j
through summer
Phone Charles Park
327-4487
•EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1994 Travel
brochures. For more
information send a self
addressed stamped
envelope to: Travel
Network, P.O. Box
612530, Miami, FL
33161
NANNY NEEDED:
Have a car? Like to
swim? Lake Wylie family
needs you for children
ages5&8. Lighthouse
keeping. 831-2069,
Leave message.
***HIRING NOW***
WATTSTAFFCASHIEKS
COOKSThe South's
largest barbecue chain
is now hiring smiling
faces for part time and
full time employment.
Benefits include flexible
hours, excellent starting
pay, uniforms, paid
vacation,hospitalization,
dental and 401K saving
plan. Apply in person
Mon.-Fri., 9-llpm. We
are a EOE and Drug
Freeworkplace.SONNYS
REAL PIT BAR-BQ8332PinevilleMatthews
Rd.Charlotte, NC(in
McMullen
Creek
Market)

April
20

Time
8 p.m.

21
21
24
25
26

8 p.m.
8-10 p.m.
4 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.

Graduate
Associate
Position
Available
in Student
Activities:
Graduate associate position
available in
student publications for
1994-95. Must
be fully enrolled graduate
student. Position to serve as
liason between
Director for
Student Activities and editors
for four student
publications —
The Johnsonian, Tatler,
RoddeyMcMillan
Record and
The Anthology.
Seeking individual with
knowledge of
student publications, editor
responsibiities,
role of student
publications
and willingness
to serve and
work flexible
work schedule.

Event
Delta Omicron/Phi Mu Alpha Spring
Musical
Winthrop Glee Club
Association of Ebonites spring concert
Winthrop Guitar Ensemble
Winthrop Brass Ensemble
Winthrop Jazz Combos

Place
Tillman Aud.
Byrnes Aud.
Tillman Aud.
Tillman Aud.
Tillman Aud
Tillman Aud.

This Week at Winthrop
WEDNESDAY
•Women's softball vs. USC, 3 p.m., softball field
•Baseball vs. Appalachian State, 3 p.m., base
ball field
•Interviewing for Success, 4-5 p.m., Career Ser
vices
THURSDAY
•Ensemble series:Winthrop Glee Club, 8 p.m.,
Tillman Aud.
FRIDAY
•Women's softball Big South Tournament, soft
ball field
•Alumni Relations open house, 1-5 p.m.
•MFA Thesis Exhibition, 1-5 p.m., Rutledge
•Historic Winthrop Films, continuous viewing
of rare Winthrop films from 1919 to the 1940s as
well as a 1960 recruitment film, 2-5 P.M., Dacus
Library
•Alumni Association Business Meeting, 3 p.m.,
Dinkins Aud.
• Senior Celebration for the Class of 1994, hosted
by the Young Alumni Council and Dinkins Stu
dent Union, 4-8 p.m., the Shack
SATURDAY
•Johnson Hall Open house and rededication, 911:30 a.m.
•Breakfast reception, 9-10 a.m., Johnson Hall
•Tours of Johnson Hall led by students of de
partments of theatre and dance and mass com
munication, 10:15-11 a.m.
•Winthrop Celebration, 11:30 a.m., Tillman Aud.
•Alumni Luncheon, 1 p.m., McBryde Dining hall
•Historic Winthrop Films, 3-4 p.m., Dacus
•Eagle Club Scholarship Auction, 6-11 p.m.,
Coliseum, $20 person
SUNDAY
?
Shakespeare's birthday party including indue
tion into Sigma Tau Delta, 3:30 p.m., Withers
•Jazz Guitar Ensemble, 4 p.m., Tillman Aud.
•Recital, Kirsten Smith, flute, 8 p.m., Tillman
MONDAY
• Baseball vs. Davidson, 3 p.m., baseball field
•Ensemble series: Winthrop Brass Ensemble, 8
p.m., Tillman Aud.
TUESDAY
•Last day of classes
•Baseball vs. USC, 3 p.m., baseball field
WEDNESDAY
•Faculty/Staff and Retirees Awards Ceremony,
10 a.m., McBryde Hall
•Study Day
•Final exams begin, 6:30 p.m.

